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US MH Vinyl Cutter and Plotter



Material and Blades

Oracal Cast and Calendered Sign Vinyl, Heat Transfer 
Material (Sister Thermo Transfer for Textiles), Craft Paper 
and Card Stock, and many other materials. Make sure 
that you use the proper blade for the material that you 
are cutting.



Design Setup

-Rhino, Illustrator, a range of software can be used to 
setup the initial design files to be cut.
-Export files in .SVG formatt (scaleble vector graphic) or 
as JPEG.

Vinyl Master PRO

-Sizing, rotation, layout adjustments of files
-Measures in Millimeters

Software



Vinyl Cutter Overview

Before you start cutting, you should familiarize yourself 
with the cutter and its basic parts and functions.



Vinyl Cutter Overview (Continued)



Main Screen

The main screen of the cutter allows you to set the 
main setting of the cutter including the cutting speed 
and cutting force options. It also allows you to cut a test 
pattern or check the amount of force that is currently 
set.



Offline/Pause Screen

Offline mode is used to reposition the cutting material 
and blade so that a new starting position can be set for 
the next design. Offline mode can also be accessed 
while the cutter is in operation and will pause the current 
cutting process. Although changes can be made to 
the material and blade positions if Offline/Pause mode 
is accessed during cutting, making changes to either 
setting is not normally recommended. 



Setup Screen

The Setup screen allows you to adjust some of the 
more technical settings of the cutter. For most users, 
these settings should not me changed.



Installing the Blade

1. Unscrew the cap from the Blade Carriage
2. Set brass ring on blade carriage to the fully down 

position.
3. Remove the blade into the top of the blade 

carriage.
4. Insert the blade into the top of the blade carriage.
5. Screw the cap back onto the blade carriage
6. Adjust the carriage cap until the blade is protruding 

approximately 1/64th of an inch.
7. Adjust the brass ring until it fits snug against the 

cap. This will help keep the cap in place during 
operation.

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7.



Pen Carriage

Installing
1. Loosen the locking knob on the carriage arm.
2. Place blade carriage into the carriage arm.
3. Tighten the locking knob on the carriage arm. 1. 2. 3.

Replacing the Pen or Spring
4. Unscrew the top cap from the pen carriage.
5. Remove the top cap, the pen and the spring. 

Replace the pen and/or spring as necessary.
6. Slide the spring onto the pen from the top and 

insert it back into the pen carriage.

4. 5. 6.



Changing Roll
1. Place the roll on top of the stand rollers. For 

heat press vinyl, please flip the roll.
2. Release the pinch rollers release levers.

2.

1.



Changing Roll (Continued)
3. Feed the vinyl underneath the pinch rollers (If 

working from a single sheet instead of a roll, 
the vinyl can also be feed from the front).

4. Adjust the pinch rollers so there is one roller 
located on each side of the vinyl (and, on 
models with 3 or more rollers, one rollers near 
the center). Avoid lowering a pinch roller to the 
gap between the two feed rollers.

4.

3.



Changing Roll (Continued)
5. Leave a gap of between 1/2” to 1-1/2” from 

the edge of the roller and edge of the vinyl on 
both sides.

6. Engage the pinch rollers by pushing down on 
the pinch rollers release levers.

5.

6.

1/2” to 1-1/2”



Changing the Cut Position
1. Press the OFFLINE/PAUSE button to enter 

offline mode.
2. Adjust the vinyl to where you want to make 

your cut to start by using the Up and Down 
arrow keys on the control panel.

3. Now, adjust the blade to where you want your 
cut to start by using the Left and Right arrow 
keys.

4. Now press the Origin button to tell the cutter 
that this is the location where you would like 
the cut to begin.

When choosing a starting location for your design, 
remember that the process will start in the bottom right 
area of the design. Please leave enough room to the left 
of and behind the start location to finish your cut.

If you make any adjustments to your cutter, make sure 
that you return to the main screen before you attempt 
to cut.

3.

2.



Troubleshooting



Troubleshooting (Continued)


